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Course description 

Electoral observation and assistance have been used by international organizations for 30 
years to participate in the reform of dictatorial regimes and in the re-building of war-torn 
political institutions. They are an essential part of democratic transitions and formal peace-
building, they contribute to the legitimation of emerging political institutions and are deemed 
necessary to 'exit strategies' after interventions in failed states. With 30 years of election 
assistance practice in the post- cold-war era, the international community is now taking stock 
of its experience in the field and new debates emerge. Over the last 15 years, the International 
Community has sought to determine good practices for the challenges ahead. 
This course will retrace and analyze pitfalls alongside the paths leading from the battlefield or 
from authoritarian regimes to meaningful ballot boxes, and beyond. The benefits and limits 
of electoral assistance and more largely of democratization will be studied worldwide. 
Although theoretical frameworks will be discussed, particular emphasis will be laid on case 
studies and implementation issues (timing, electoral design, media and campaign monitoring, 
supervision, fraud, electoral monitoring bodies, etc..). 
 
By the end of the course, students should be able to: 

1 Understand thoroughly current electoral assistance issues/debates. 
2 Present and discuss these issues in English. 
3 Use online resources efficiently to research new cases and keep up-to-date with changes. 
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